
Compelling Photographs: The Principles 
of Design 
 

It’s probably not the first thing you think about when you’re going to make a picture.  But 
an awareness of the Principles of Design will help improve your work.  For some 
photographers, this article will be a review, for others, it will be new, but regardless, it 
will sharpen your photographic eye. 

The Principles of Design are the backbone of photography and indeed, for all the visual 
arts.  This article takes a fresh look at what the Elements and Principles of Design are 
and how they can be used to make your photographs better. 
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PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN 
“The Elements of Art are the building blocks, and the Principles of Design are how they are put together.” 
 
It is the arrangement of the elements of design that are used in the Principles of Design to 
create artistic, engaging, and uniquely powerful photographs.  How are the Elements of Art (line, 
shape, space, value, form, texture, and color) used in these Principles? 

1. BALANCE 
Balance can be symmetrical or asymmetrical. With symmetrical balance, think of a see-saw or 
a set of scales. Both sides of the photograph are equal or visually balanced.  
 
Balance is a way of evenly distributing visual weight.  This way, no single area of the image 
draws our eye so much that we get "stuck" there.  Instead, our eye is free to roam around the 
image and take it all in.  A balanced image feels pleasing to the eye, not lopsided in any way! 
 

 
In this photo, we have two shapes, in this 
case, hanging red rectangle rugs, as an 
example of symmetrical balance.  It is 
essentially the same on both sides, if you 
draw a line down the middle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The photograph is an example of 
asymmetrical photo composition. It is 
different on both sides.  
 

 

 

 
 
 

 



 

2. EMPHASIS 
Emphasis or dominance in a photograph can be shown through contrast, isolation, scale, 
placement or color.  Large objects can dominant smaller ones while warm colors, red, yellow, 
orange, can dominant cool pale colors like blue, green, etc.  
 
Emphasis is highlighting or drawing your attention to some aspect of a scene or subject.   
 
There are several ways to create emphasis: 

● Framing  
● Placement of subject (use rule of thirds) 
● Selective focus to simplify the background (shallow depth of field/blurred background) 
● Drawing the viewer's attention to a certain spot using leading lines. 
● Contrast (ie: one green apple is emphasized in a pile of all red apples) 

 
 



Above, we have an example of emphasis through color with the white milkweed seed landing on 
the red dahlias. Even though the red flowers are very intense, the emphasis is on the white fluffy 
seed that dominates the composition by standing out against the bright background.  

 
In the photo of the rocks 
and the starfish, 
everything is the same 
color (blue), but the 
starfish is much lighter 
in value. Since it is a 
very pale blue against 
the darker blue rocks, 
the starfish is 
emphasized and 
catches the viewer’s 
eye. It is also placed 
using the rule of thirds, 
in the upper right part of 
the composition. 
 
 
 

3. PROPORTION & SCALE 
Proportion in photography is usually comparing size of objects, or the amount of one thing to the 
whole. We generally think of comparing size when talking about proportion.  By comparing the 
size of one object to another, it can give more or less importance to it.  



In the above photo, comparing the size of the boulder to the size of the tree root gives both 
importance. 

4. PATTERN & REPETITION 
Pattern in photography is created by repetition of an Element such as line, shape, color, etc. 

Repetition is just repeating an element multiple times 
in a composition. Repetition can be exact or 
approximate, and does not always create a pattern.  
 
Patterns always have repetition BUT Repetition does 
not always make a pattern! 
 
 
 

 
There is a repetition of triangular shapes 
in this photo of icicles hanging from 
rocks.  
 
 
The shadows from the steps of a fire 
escape ladder create a pattern through a 
repetition of line and shape. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
This field of sunflowers 
illustrates a pattern of a primary 
shape, the circle, in fact a field 
of circles and the repetition of 
the color yellow. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

5. CONTRAST 
Contrast refers to placing two opposite elements together.  This most often refers to a contrast 
in the element of VALUE (very light areas next to very dark areas, like in the image of the lion 
below).  But contrast can refer to any opposing elements- such as a contrast in different 
textures, colors, shapes, etc. 

 
 
The two most common types of contrast are tonal contrast and color contrast.  
 



Tonal contrast refers to VALUE - the difference from the lightest to the dark tone.  Think of 
travelling from white to grey to black. Color contrast describes how the colors interact with each 
other.  Think of opposites on the color wheel; yellow-blue, red-yellow etc. 

 
In this photo, primary colours, yellow and 
blue, provide a contrast in this photo of 
sunflower petals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.MOVEMENT & RHYTHM 
Rhythm is the repetition or alternation of elements, often with defined intervals between them.  
Rhythm can create a sense of MOVEMENT in your photograph, as your eye will tend to follow 
the repeated elements throughout your composition. 

 
 



7. UNITY & HARMONY 
Unity occurs when all of the elements of a photo are connected in some way.  
 
Harmony is when the elements combine to make a balanced, complete WHOLE.  
 
Or to put it simply, a photo has a good sense of unity and/or harmony when the elements feel 
like they "go together." All parts of the photo work together and complement one another.  
 
Unity can be created by: 

● Simplicity (only having a limited type of lines, shapes, colors) 
● Repetition (repeating similar elements) 
● Proximity (placing similar elements together) 

For example, in the image below there is unity created by the simplicity (all the boats are the 
same shape and color), repetition (the boat is repeated several times), and proximity (all the 
boats come together and are in close proximity to one another- not spread apart). 


